Completeness Tool Checklist

- **Software Capability Test:** Ensure that the software version you are using has passed the Capability Test to establish compatibility with the Completeness Tool.

- **Accessing the Completeness Tool Portal:** Reach out to info@traceability-dialogue.org to request login information for the tool. Training materials are provided upon login.

- **Prepare for engagement with the tool:** You will need your EPCIS Query Interface URL, Digital Link Resolver URL, and API Key, and product identifiers such as electronic product codes or Global Trade Identification Number/Global Location number pairs.

- **Need help?** If you do not have access to or know where to find your EPCIS Query Interface URL, Digital Link Resolver, or API Key, you should reach out to your solution provider or technical support for help.
  
  If you have access to the required data to run the test and are still unable to run the test, please reach out to your GDST point of contact.

**Please see our additional resources for more information:**

- [Completeness Tool Frequently Asked Questions](#)
- [Demo Video](#): A video demonstration of a user logging into the tool portal, running a test, and then viewing the report/analysis to give a better idea of how you might use the assessment.